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OVERVIEW 

 

 

FINAL EXAM INFORMATION 

• Question 1: 
o Financial Distress 
o Taxes and Dividends 

• Question 2: 
o Put-Call Parity 
o Option Pricing (RNP Approach) 
o NPV in Capital Budgeting 

• Question 3: 
o Risk and the Cost of Capital 
o Dealing with Risk in Capital Budgeting 

• Question 4: 
o How Corporations Issue Securities 
o Rights Issue 
o Seasoned Equity Issue  
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• Pecking order theory works better for large, mature firms that have access to public bond markets 
o Smaller younger, growth firms are more likely to rely on equity issues when external financing is 

required. 
• Evidence suggests that debt ratio incorporate the cumulative effects of market timing (behavioural 

corporate finance) 
o Investors are sometimes irrationally exuberant and irrationally despondent 
o Managers can take advantage of overvalued stock price and issue equity 

 This explains why companies tend to issue shares after a run-up in stock prices 
 Aggregate stock issues are concentrated in bull markets and fall sharply in bear markets 

• Leadership style also plays a role 
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THE BRIGHT AND DARK SIDE OF FINANCIAL SLACK 

• Financial slack is valuable 
o Financial slack means having cash and marketable securities, readily saleable real assets, and ready 

access to capital markets (investors see firm as a safe investment) 
• In the long run, firm value is generated by capital investment and operating decisions rather than 

financing. 
o Financial slack allows firms to take on positive NPV projects readily – this is why growth 

companies tend to be conservative with their capital structure. For these firms, interest tax 
shield is less important than preserving financial slack. 

o Growth companies also borrow less because growth opportunities can be though as real 
options to invest in real assets 

 These options contain hidden financial risk. The option to buy a real asset is equivalent to 
a claim on a fraction of the asset’s value, minus an implicit debt obligation (which is 
usually larger than the net value of the option itself). 

Hence this implicit debt in growth options ends up displacing existing debt.  
 

• However, too much financial slack is not good 
o Slack makes agency problems worse 
o When there is ample cash flow, managers tend plough too much cash into mature business or ill-

advised acquisitions 
o A solution is debt financing as it is a contractual obligation for the form, forcing the firm to payout 

cash. 

CHAPTER 19 – FINANCING AND VALUATION 

• There are two ways to adjust firm value for different financing decisions: 
1. Adjust the Discount Rate – typically downwards to account for interest tax shields 
2. Adjust the Present Value – First, the all-equity value of the firm is estimated, and then value of 

financing of financing side effects is added on. 
 

AFTER-TAX WACC 

• Under simplistic MM conditions, investment decisions can be separated from financing decision – however 
this is not true in general. 

o One interaction is taxes since interest is a tax-deductible expense. 

 

o The WACC uses market values of debt and equity. 
• The WACC is suitable for projects with similar risk profiles to the current firm. It is based on the firm’s 

current characteristics, but managers use it to discount future cash flows. 
o When business risk and debt ratio are expected to change, discounting cash flows by the WACC is 

only approximately correct. 
o Hence, company WACC should only be used if the firm adjusts its borrowing to maintain a 

constant debt ratio over time.  
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• Under MM’s theory, dividend policy does not affect shareholder value (this is driven by the firm’s 
investment policy). 

o This means that payout policy is residual – the firm should make investment and financing 
decisions and then payout surplus cash left over. 

o This implies that payout policy is dependent on the life-cycle of the firm.  
 

• Young, high-growth firms have zero payout policy as cash flows are better used to internally finance 
profitable investment opportunities as retained earnings allows managers to avoid the cost of issuing 
external capital. 

• Whereas for mature firms, profitable projects become scarcer relative to cash flow. Cash begins to 
accumulate, and investors would much rather managers to payout surplus cash to avoid the misuse of 
funds. 

o Buybacks would give managers flexible, however regular cash dividend payouts demonstrates 
financial discipline and is a stronger signal to investors (this outweighs the tax costs of dividends). 
 

• Residual Dividend Policy 
o In the diagram below, the firm should invest in projects that have a marginal rate of return (MRI) 

greater than the cost of capital (i.e. NPV-positive). 
o Once the firm runs out of NPV-positive, it should retain earnings and consider paying out excess 

cash if need be. 
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PAYOUT VS RETENTION OF CASH (BERK, 17.5) 

• Firms, especially those that are high growth, will want to retain cash to invest in positive-NPV projects. 
However, it has seized upon all positive-NPV projects (e.g. mature companies) then it may consider paying 
out cash. 

o Perfect Capital Market Conditions (MM): indifferent between saving excess cash and paying it out 
o Imperfect Capital Markets: Trade-off exists between retaining cash to reduce costs of raising 

capital in the future and increases in corporate tax and agency costs. 

RETAINING CASH WITH PERFECT CAPITAL MARKETS 

• In perfect capital markets, buying and selling securities is a zero-NPV transaction and does not affect firm 
value. 

o Shareholders can invest in financial securities on their own if the firm pays out cash. 

TAXES AND CASH RETENTION 

• Corporate taxes can make it costly for firms to retain excess cash as it owes taxes on the interest it receives 
from investing in financial securities. 

o Cash is equivalent to negative leverage – tax advantage of leverage implies tax disadvantage of 
holding cash. 

• Holding cash can lower taxes if the cash if held abroad and the firm’s earnings are not repatriated back to 
the US. 

ISSUANCE AND DISTRESS COSTS  

• Although there is a tax advantage for retaining excess cash, firms do so to cover future cash shortfalls. 
o This is especially true for firms that need to fund large-scale research and development projects or 

acquisitions. 
• This allows firms to avoid transactions costs of raising new capital. 

o Issuance costs for debt: 1% to 3% 
o Issuance costs for equity: 3.5% to 7% 

• Firms with volatile earnings also build up cash reserves to enable them to weather temporary period of 
operating losses. 
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AGENCY COSTS OF RETAINING CASH 

• Agency costs arise when firms retain too much excess cash: 
o Managers may use funds inefficiently via empire building, paying excessive perks or overpaying 

acquisitions. 
o Unions/governments may take advantage of the firm’s “deep pockets” (pressure to increase 

wages). 
• Firms choose to retain cash for the same reason as maintaining low leverage – preserve financial slack for 

future growth and avoid financial distress costs. However, these needs to be balanced against the tax 
disadvantage of holding cash and the agency cost of wasteful investment. 

SIGNALLING WITH PAYOUT POLICY (BERK) 

DIVIDEND SMOOTHING 

• Firms adjust dividends infrequently and try to maintain constant dividends. 
o Due to the transaction costs of funding a dividend with new equity issues, managers do not 

commit to dividends that the firm cannot afford with future earnings. 

DIVIDEND SIGNALLING 

• Dividend signalling hypothesis: 
o Increased dividends send a positive signal to investors that management expects that they will be 

able to afford higher dividends in the foreseeable future. Conversely, cutting dividends sends a 
negative signal. 

• Similar to how the use of leverage is a signal: 
o Increasing debt means management believe firms can afford future interest payments just like 

increases in dividends signal that firms can maintain regular dividends in the future. 
o We expect changes in leverage is a stronger signal. 

• However, if a firm reduces a dividend to retain cash to invest in profitable projects, then investors will 
interpret the dividend decrease as a positive signal. 

o This shows that context is important. 

SIGNALLING AND SHARE REPURCHASES 

• Managers are less committed to share repurchases than to dividend payments. 
• Repurchasing activity is not smoothed and hence an announcement to repurchase shares does not 

necessarily represent a long-term commitment to repurchase shares. 
o Repurchases is less of a signal of future earnings than dividends. 

• Repurchases depend on the market price of the stock: 
o Managers should only repurchase when they believe the stock is undervalued as buying 

overvalued stock is a negative-NPV investment. 
o Hence share repurchases act as a credible signal that the stock may be undervalued.  

o Tender offers and Dutch auction repurchase are even stronger signals than open market 
repurchases as these tend to be conducted in a very short timeframe for large 
repurchases. 

• Warren Buffet (2016 Letters to Shareholders) 
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